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Eukarya and Bacteria are the most evolutionarily distant domains of life, which is reflected by differences
in their cellular structure and physiology. For example, Eukarya feature membrane-bound organelles such as
nuclei and mitochondria, whereas Bacteria have none. The greater complexity of Eukarya renders them difficult
to study from both an experimental and theoretical perspective. However, encouraged by a recent experimental
result showing that budding yeast (a unicellular eukaryote) obeys the same proportionality between ribosomal
proteome fractions and cellular growth rates as Bacteria, we derive a set of relations describing eukaryotic
growth from first principles of ribosome biogenesis. We recover the observed ribosomal protein proportionality,
and then continue to obtain two growth-laws for the number of RNA polymerases synthesizing ribosomal RNA
per ribosome in the cell. These growth-laws, in turn, reveal two invariants of eukaryotic growth, i.e. quantities
predicted to be conserved by Eukarya regardless of growth conditions. The invariants, which are the first of
their kind for Eukarya, clarify the coordination of transcription and translation kinetics as required by ribosome
biogenesis, and link these kinetic parameters to cellular physiology. We demonstrate application of the relations
to the yeast S. cerevisiae and find the predictions to be in good agreement with currently available data. We then
outline methods to quantitatively deduce several unknown kinetic and physiological parameters. The analysis
is not specific to S. cerevisiae and can be extended to other lower (unicellular) Eukarya when data become
available. The relations may also have relevance to certain cancer cells which, like bacteria and yeast, exhibit
rapid cell proliferation and ribosome biogenesis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in biological physics have led to the dis-
covery of quantitative relations, or “laws,” describing bacte-
rial growth [1–6], gene expression [7, 8], and cell size con-
trol [9, 10]; see Ref. [11] for a review and historical perspec-
tive. Whether similar relations apply to Eukarya, a domain
of life that is evolutionarily distant from Bacteria, remains
unclear. Eukarya and Bacteria differ in many ways; with
respect to cellular organization, Eukarya contain membrane-
bound organelles such as nuclei and mitochondria that Bac-
teria lack altogether. This spatial partitioning of the eukary-
otic cell affects numerous processes involving the transport
of essential macromolecules. One such process is the gener-
ation of new ribosomes, termed ribosome biogenesis, where
ribosomes are the central macromolecular machines of pro-
tein synthesis in the cell. In Eukarya, ribosome biogenesis
requires that ribosomal subunits be transported from the nu-
cleolus to the nucleoplasm, and eventually to the cytoplasm
via nuclear pores, while simultaneously undergoing matura-
tion [12–14]. The eukaryotic ribosome is also substantially
larger than its bacterial counterpart, having 25 proteins which
have no equivalent in bacterial ribosomes [15]. Furthermore,
in contrast to a few non-essential assembly factors in Bacteria,
ribosome assembly in yeast, a unicellular eukaryote, requires
about 200 accessory proteins which do not even form part of
the mature ribosome. If just one accessory protein is missing,
ribosome biogenesis cannot proceed [16, 17].
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In light of these additional complexities, it is not surprising
that quantitative relations for eukaryotic growth are still lack-
ing. An indication that it might be possible to generalize cer-
tain bacterial growth-laws to lower (unicellular) Eukarya was
reported in 2017 by Metzl-Raz et al. [18]. There the authors
demonstrated that ribosomal proteome fractions in budding
yeast are proportional to cellular growth rates, as previously
observed for Bacteria [19, 20]. Underlying this proportion-
ality is the coupling between cell growth and ribosome bio-
genesis [21], i.e. that cell doubling requires a commensurate
doubling of ribosomes. The latter leads to an autocatalytic
loop and a fundamental bound on cellular growth rates since
ribosomal proteins (r-proteins) can only be made by other ri-
bosomes [22–24].
The important discovery made in Ref. [18] supports the no-
tion that ribosome biogenesis is growth-limiting in Eukarya
just as in Bacteria. Cytoplasmic ribosomes are not only com-
posed of r-protein though; in fact, their main constituent is
ribosomal RNA (rRNA). In Bacteria, rRNA is produced by
RNA polymerases (RNAPs), which in turn are made by ribo-
somes. We recently showed that this process leads to another
bound on cellular growth rates and to growth-laws which were
verified for the bacterium E. coli [25, 26]. But rRNA pro-
duction in Eukarya diverges from that in Bacteria: Bacteria
have just one kind of RNAP in the cell while Eukarya have at
least three, two of which – RNA polymerase I (RNAP I) and
RNA polymerase III (RNAP III) – are involved in the pro-
duction of rRNA. Moreover, the coordination mechanisms of
rRNA and r-protein production in Eukarya are entirely differ-
ent from Bacteria [27]. Yet, despite the greater complexity,
here we show that simple growth-laws can still be established
for Eukarya.
In this work, we provide a model of ribosome biogenesis in
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2lower Eukarya and study its implications for cell physiology
and growth. The analysis yields two growth-laws and two
invariants which are the first of their kind for Eukarya. We
then corroborate the relations using currently available data
for the model organism S. cerevisiae (budding yeast), and dis-
cuss additional data that will be needed for full verification of
all the relations. The growth-laws and invariants offer quanti-
tative predictions and provide a theoretical framework for fu-
ture studies on S. cerevisiae and similar organisms. Our work
suggests that the ribosome composition in S. cerevisiae is op-
timized for cell growth as in E. coli, but more data are required
for verification.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we mathematically formulate the kinetics of ribosome
production in lower Eukarya. From these equations we obtain
upper bounds on the cellular growth rate, which are given in
Section III. We show that the bounds are uniquely maximized
for a specific ribosome composition in Section IV. Growth
rate maximization yields three distinct growth-laws, which are
derived in Section V. These include the already known pro-
portionality between r-protein fractions and growth rates, as
well as two additional growth-laws for RNAP I and RNAP III
which make rRNA in eukaryotic cells. The growth-laws, in
turn, yield two invariants. These conserved quantities, which
illustrate the coordination of rRNA and r-protein production
in the cell, are discussed in Section VI. In Section VII, we
provide a physical interpretation of the growth-laws and in-
variants in terms of proteome fractions. Section VIII offers a
case study of the model organism S. cerevisiae, showing that
predictions from the growth-laws are consistent with currently
available data. The analysis offers quantitative predictions
for, e.g., the number of ribosomes in the cell, the number of
RNAPs I and RNAPs III required for rRNA production, and
the coupling between the rates of translation, transcription,
and cell growth. Finally, we discuss application of the in-
variants to determine activities of RNAPs I and III once their
proteome fractions are known to better accuracy. Section IX
concludes this work with a discussion on future research di-
rections. More detailed derivations, and data for the case study
of S. cerevisiae, are provided in the Appendices.
II. KINETICS OF RIBOSOME BIOGENESIS
Ribosomes are critical to cellular growth since they pro-
duce all protein in the cell, where protein comprises the
largest fraction (∼ 40%) of the cell’s dry mass [22] (BNID:
104157). These protein-producing machines are ubiquitous:
a rapidly growing yeast cell contains more than 200,000 ri-
bosomes [28, 29]. Ribosomes, in turn, are composed of ribo-
somal protein (r-protein) and ribosomal RNA (rRNA), which
account for large fractions of the cell’s proteome and RNA
content. For example, in S. cerevisiae, r-protein and rRNA are
estimated to comprise up to a third of the proteome mass [18]
and∼80% of the total RNA mass [28], respectively. To better
understand the kinetics of ribosome biogenesis, we proceed
to write a set of differential equations describing the average
production rates of r-protein and rRNA in the cell.
ribosome
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r-protein
generates 
RNAP-protein
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35S pre-rRNA
RNAP I RNAP III
generates 
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FIG. 1. Ribosome biogenesis in lower Eukarya. Ribosomal pro-
tein (r-protein) is synthesized directly by ribosomes, as illustrated
by the autocatalytic loop on the right. Meanwhile ribosomal RNA
(rRNA) is synthesized by RNA polymerases I and III, symbolized
by the top left arrows. In lower Eukarya, RNA polymerase I gener-
ates the 35S precursor rRNA which later yields the mature 25S, 18S,
and 5.8S rRNAs, while RNA polymerase III generates the 5S rRNA.
RNA polymerases, in turn, are made of protein that is synthesized
by ribosomes (bottom left arrows). Here we show that these autocat-
alytic processes give rise to multiple growth-laws and invariants that
characterize central aspects of eukaryotic cell growth.
Ribosomes make r-protein directly (Fig. 1). The r-protein
production rate, measured in amino acids per unit time, can be
written as
d(r-protein)
dt
= kribo φ
r-prot
ribo f
active
ribo ·Nribo, (1)
where Nribo is the number of ribosomes in the cell, f activeribo is the
fraction of ribosomes which are active, φ r-protribo is the fraction of
active ribosomes making specifically r-protein, and kribo is the
average peptide elongation rate of an active ribosome. Dur-
ing exponential growth, there is little to no protein degrada-
tion [30, 31], and so Eq. (1) describes the accumulation rate
of r-protein in the cell. Note that the fraction of active ri-
bosomes making specifically r-protein, φ r-protribo , is equivalent
to the time fraction an active ribosome spends synthesizing
r-protein. These two interpretations are based on either an en-
semble or time average: The latter entails tracking the time
an active ribosome spends on r-protein synthesis, where time
fractions are obtained by averaging over long times, i.e. span-
ning many cell generations. In the ensemble picture, the frac-
tion of active ribosomes engaged in r-protein synthesis is in-
stead estimated from snapshots of the cell taken at arbitrary
times.
To make rRNA, which is the main constituent of cytoplas-
mic ribosomes, eukaryotic cells use two types of RNAPs:
RNAP I and RNAP III (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). RNAPs themselves
are composed solely of protein, and so equations for the ac-
cumulation rates of RNAP I- and RNAP III-protein can be
written similarly to the above:
d(RPI-protein)
dt
= kribo φRPIribo f
active
ribo ·Nribo , (2)
d(RPIII-protein)
dt
= kribo φRPIIIribo f
active
ribo ·Nribo , (3)
where in Eq. (2) we have used the fraction φRPIribo of active ri-
bosomes dedicated to the synthesis of RNAP I-protein, and
3ITS1 ITS2
18S 5.8S
5S
25S5S
mature rRNA
35S pre-rRNA
rDNA NTS2NTS1 5’ ETS 3’ ETS
m35S
RNAP IRNAP III
FIG. 2. Transcription and processing of rRNA. RNAP I (green) transcribes the 35S pre-rRNA from the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) locus, while
the RNAP III (blue) separately transcribes the 5S rRNA (121 nucleotides long). In yeast, the 35S pre-rRNA contains a total of 1504 spacer
nucleotides from: ITS1 (361 nt), ITS2 (232 nt), 5’ETS (700 nt), and 3’ETS (211 nt) [32], where ITS and ETS denote an internally transcribed
spacer and an externally transcribed spacer, respectively. These spacer nucleotides are later processed away to yield the mature 35S-derived
rRNAs (collectively abbreviated as m35S): 18S (1800 nt), 5.8S (158 nt), and 25S (3396 nt) [12].
in Eq. (3) the fraction φRPIIIribo of active ribosomes dedicated to
RNAP III-protein synthesis.
The production rates of the mature 18S, 25S, and 5.8S
rRNAs, which are generated by RNAP I, and of the 5S rRNA
generated by RNAP III, can be expressed in nucleotides per
unit time as:
d(m35S)
dt
= kRPI φm35SRPI f
active
RPI ·NRPI , (4)
d(5S)
dt
= kRPIII φ 5SRPIII f
active
RPIII ·NRPIII , (5)
where m35S on the left-hand side of Eq. (4) represents the
number of nucleotides in all mature 35S-derived rRNAs in
the cell, i.e. the 18S, 25S and 5.8S rRNAs, while 5S in Eq. (5)
denotes the number of nucleotides in all 5S rRNAs in the cell
(Fig. 2). In addition, NRPI and NRPIII represent the number
of RNA polymerases I and III, respectively; the fraction of
RNAPs I that are active is given by f activeRPI , and f
active
RPIII is the
active fraction of RNAPs III. The quantity φm35SRPI denotes the
fraction of active RNAPs I making 18S, 25S, and 5.8S rRNAs
(spacer nucleotides not included), while φ 5SRPIII is the fraction
of active RNAPs III making 5S rRNA. Finally, kRPI and kRPIII
are the average rRNA chain elongation (transcription) rates of
an active RNAP I and an active RNAP III, respectively.
III. UPPER BOUNDS ON CELLULAR GROWTH RATE
The number of ribosomes Nribo in the cell can be approxi-
mated as
Nribo ' r-proteinNa.a.ribo
, (6)
where r-protein is measured in units of the number of amino
acids per cell, while Na.a.ribo is the number of amino acids in the
ribosome. Similarly, one can estimate Nribo as
Nribo ' m35SNnuclm35S
' 5S
Nnucl5S
, (7)
where Nnuclm35S is the combined total number of nucleotides in
the 18S, 25S, 5.8S rRNAs, while Nnucl5S is the number of nu-
cleotides per 5S rRNA. It is important to note that Nnuclm35S
does not include flanking or spacer nucleotides in the 35S-
precursor rRNA, as they are cleaved away during rRNA pro-
cessing (see Fig. 2). Eqs. (6) and (7) provide overestimates of
Nribo since all r-protein and rRNA in the cell is assumed to be
fully assembled into ribosomes. This can be compensated for,
however, by the ribosomal activity f activeribo , which accounts for
nascent r-protein and rRNA as inactive.
Similarly, we approximate the number of RNAPs I and III
as
NRPI ' RPI-proteinNa.a.RPI
, (8)
NRPIII ' RPIII-proteinNa.a.RPIII
, (9)
where the numerators are the number of amino acids in
RNAP I-protein and RNAP III-protein in the cell, respectively.
Meanwhile the denominators Na.a.RPI and N
a.a.
RPIII are the number
of amino acids in each RNAP I and each RNAP III, respec-
tively. Again, note that Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) provide overesti-
mates of NRPI and NRPIII.
Equations (1)–(5) can be simplified using the approxima-
tions of Eqs. (6)–(9) to give upper bounds on protein and
rRNA production rates in the cell. Substituting Eq. (6) into
Eq. (1) then yields
d(r-protein)
dt
= kribo φ
r-prot
ribo f
active
ribo ·
r-protein
Na.a.ribo
, (10)
4whose solution is exponential for balanced growth, in which
the parameters kribo, φ
r-prot
ribo , f
active
ribo are constant by definition.
The cellular growth rate µ is then bounded by
µ ≡ ln(2)
Td
≤ kribo φ
r-prot
ribo f
active
ribo
Na.a.ribo
, (11)
where Td is the cellular doubling time. In the bacterium E.
coli, it was shown that Eq. (11) is not only a bound but in
fact an approximate equality [25]. The resulting proportion-
ality between the r-protein proteome fraction φ r-protribo and the
cellular growth rate µ has been called a “growth-law of ri-
bosome synthesis” [11, 19]. In yeast, the same proportion-
ality was established by Kief & Warner [33] and more com-
prehensively by Metzl-Raz, et al. [18], but the proportionality
factor kribo f activeribo /N
a.a.
ribo in Eq. (11) still requires direct experi-
mental verification. Note that the latter need not be constant
for φ r-protribo ∝ µ to hold. This important point, which is often
overlooked, will be discussed further in Section VIII.
Two additional bounds on the cellular growth rate can be
derived by making a similar substitution of Eq. (6) in Eqs. (2)
and (3):
d(RPI-protein)
dt
= kribo φRPIribo f
active
ribo ·
r-protein
Na.a.ribo
, (12)
d(RPIII-protein)
dt
= kribo φRPIIIribo f
active
ribo ·
r-protein
Na.a.ribo
, (13)
and using the approximations of Eqs. (8)–(9) in Eqs. (4)–(5):
d(m35S)
dt
= kRPI φm35SRPI f
active
RPI ·
RPI-protein
Na.a.RPI
, (14)
d(5S)
dt
= kRPIII φ 5SRPIII f
active
RPIII ·
RPIII-protein
Na.a.RPIII
. (15)
Taking a time derivative of Eqs. (14)–(15) and using
Eqs. (12)–(13) for the production rates of RNAP I- and RNAP
III-protein, together with the approximations of Eqs. (6)–(7),
then yields
d2(m35S)
dt2
=
kRPI φm35SRPI f
active
RPI
Na.a.RPI
· kribo φ
RPI
ribo f
active
ribo
Nnuclm35S
·m35S ,
(16)
d2(5S)
dt2
=
kRPIII φ 5SRPIII f
active
RPIII
Na.a.RPIII
· kribo φ
RPIII
ribo f
active
ribo
Nnucl5S
·5S. (17)
The exponential solutions of Eqs. (16)–(17) reveal that the cel-
lular growth rate µ is bounded by
µ ≤
√
kRPI φm35SRPI f
active
RPI
Na.a.RPI
· kribo φ
RPI
ribo f
active
ribo
Nnuclm35S
, (18)
and
µ ≤
√
kRPIII φ 5SRPIII f
active
RPIII
Na.a.RPIII
· kribo φ
RPIII
ribo f
active
ribo
Nnucl5S
. (19)
In contrast to bacteria, which have just one type of RNA poly-
merase and thus one bound on cellular growth rate originat-
ing from the production of rRNA [25], lower Eukarya must
satisfy two bounds – one originating from each type of RNA
polymerase producing rRNA.
IV. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF BOUNDS
The derived bounds can be expressed in terms of two vari-
ables describing ribosome composition: xprot, the mass frac-
tion of the ribosome which is protein, and xm35S, the mass
fraction of the ribosome which is mature rRNA derived from
the 35S precursor (18S, 25S, 5.8S rRNAs). Defining the ribo-
some mass as Mribo ' Na.a.riboma.a. +Nnuclm35Smnucl +Nnucl5S mnucl,
where ma.a. and mnucl are the average masses of an amino acid
and nucleotide in the cell, respectively, gives
xprot =
Na.a.riboma.a.
Mribo
. (20)
The bound of Eq. (11) then becomes
µ ≤ ma.a.
Mribo
· kribo φ
r-prot
ribo f
active
ribo
xprot
. (21)
Furthermore, the mass fraction of the ribosome which is
rRNA, 1− xprot, can be partitioned into 35S-derived and 5S
rRNA masses. Defining xm35S as the mass fraction of the for-
mer, i.e. the 18S, 25S, and 5.8S rRNAs,
xm35S =
Nnuclm35Smnucl
Mribo
, (22)
yields Nnuclm35S =
Mribo
mnucl
· xm35S and Nnucl5S = Mribomnucl · (1− xprot −
xm35S). Substituting these relations into the remaining two
bounds of Eqs. (18)–(19) yields
µ ≤
√
kRPI φm35SRPI f
active
RPI
Na.a.RPI
· mnucl
Mribo
· kribo φ
RPI
ribo f
active
ribo
xm35S
, (23)
µ ≤
√
kRPIII φ 5SRPIII f
active
RPIII
Na.a.RPIII
· mnucl
Mribo
· kribo φ
RPIII
ribo f
active
ribo
1− xprot− xm35S . (24)
The functional forms of the three bounds are thus µ ≤
a/xprot [Eq. (21)], µ ≤ b/√xm35S [Eq. (23)], and µ ≤
c/
√
1− xprot− xm35S [Eq. (24)], where a, b, and c are posi-
tive constants.
A set of bounds is unique to its particular growth condition,
as every growth condition specifies different values of the con-
stants {a,b,c}. For a given growth condition, each bound de-
fines a surface in the three-dimensional xprot-xm35S-µ space, as
illustrated in Fig. 3a. The volume which lies under the union
of these three surfaces represents cellular growth rates acces-
sible to the organism, as a function of ribosome composition
(Fig. 3b). The maximal cellular growth rates mutually satis-
fying two bounds are defined by the line which intersects the
two corresponding surfaces. Hence there are three lines de-
fined by the three possible pairs of bounds (Fig. 3c), which
can be written parametrically in terms of one free variable,
e.g. xprot or xm35S (Appendix A). The point at which the three
lines intersect, i.e. the cusp of the union of the three surfaces,
is obtained at an optimal ribosome composition that defines
the maximum possible cellular growth rate satisfying all three
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FIG. 3. Bounds on cellular growth rate from the production of r-protein (orange), 35S-derived rRNA (green), and 5S rRNA (blue). (a)
We plot the three bounds [Eqs. (21), (23), (24)] versus xprot, the mass fraction of the ribosome which is r-protein [Eq. (20)], and versus xm35S,
the mass fraction of the ribosome which is mature 35S-derived rRNA [Eq. (22)]. Each surface in the xprot-xm35S-µ space corresponds to one of
the three bounds. They are made partially transparent so that their intersections are visible. (b) Plotted is the minimum of all surfaces for every
possible xprot and xm35S. Accessible growth rates lie in the shaded regions below the surfaces. Each shaded region is colored according to its
most restricting bound. (c) Side view of the minimal surfaces which intersect to form a cusp, marked by the red point. This point corresponds
to the maximal cellular growth rate permitted by the three bounds. (d) The point where all three bounds intersect is clearly seen when viewed
from below the bounds. For visual clarity we chose the intersection point to lie further in the interior of the xprot-xm35S plane; in reality it will
lie closer to the diagonal line (xm35S = 1− xprot) since the mass fraction of 5S rRNA, 1− xprot− xm35S, is small. The parameter values used to
generate this figure are available in Appendix B.
bounds (Fig. 3c). This point, where all three surfaces meet, is
clearly seen when viewed from below (Fig. 3d).
A set of bounds from ribosome biogenesis, similar to those
derived above, was first obtained for bacteria [25]. There, it
was shown that the 1 : 2 protein to RNA mass ratio in the E.
coli ribosome is optimal in that it offers the maximal growth
rate permitted by the bounds in a variety of growth condi-
tions. A similar principle may also apply to Eukarya, but di-
rect verification of this hypothesis is currently not possible due
to missing data. Verification will require simultaneous mea-
surements of the growth rate and all parameters in Eqs. (21),
(23), and (24), in various growth conditions. However, even
for a well-studied model organism like S. cerevisiae, such a
dataset is currently unavailable.
The situation described above calls for comprehensive mea-
surements of biologically relevant kinetic and physiological
parameters in the yeast S. cerevisiae and in other Eukarya,
similar to those done for E. coli [34]. While collecting such
data is expected to be challenging and time-consuming, it will
significantly advance our understanding of yeast, and more
generally, of Eukarya. In the case of E. coli, a comprehensive
dataset was key in recognizing that the bacterium achieves the
maximal growth rate permitted by ribosome biogenesis. This
finding led to a previously unrecognized growth-law and an
invariant of bacterial growth [25]. In lieu of complete datasets
for Eukarya like S. cerevisiae, we posit that their bounds can
also be considered as approximate equalities, just as in Bacte-
ria. It yields a number of insights: In the following sections,
we derive growth-laws and invariants for Eukarya, showing
that the resulting predictions are in good agreement with cur-
rently available data. These results self-consistently support
the postulate of growth rate maximization, and shed new light
on the coordination of transcription and translation kinetics
as required by ribosome biogenesis. It also allows one to de-
6duce numerical values of unknown kinetic and physiological
parameters in the yeast S. cerevisiae.
V. GROWTH-LAWS FROM GROWTH RATE
MAXIMIZATION
In analogy to the bacterial case, we interpret the upper
bounds of Eq. (11) and Eqs. (18)–(19) as approximate equali-
ties. Eq. (11) then simplifies to
τr-prot ·µ ' f activeribo φ r-protribo , (25)
where on the left-hand side we have defined τr-prot =
Na.a.ribo/kribo as the average time it takes a ribosome to synthe-
size a full set of r-proteins.
Two other relations, or “growth-laws,” result from the three
bounds found earlier, assuming that cells achieve the optimal
growth rate. For example, squaring Eqs. (11) and (18) and
setting their right-hand sides equal, while keeping one power
of µ from Eq. (11), yields
τm35S ·µ ' (φ
m35S
RPI f
active
RPI φ
RPI
ribo )/N
a.a.
RPI
φ r-protribo /N
a.a.
ribo
, (26)
where we have defined τm35S = Nnuclm35S/kRPI as the average
time it takes an RNAP I to synthesize a set of 18S, 25S, 5.8S
rRNAs. Similarly, defining τ5S = Nnucl5S /kRPIII as the average
time for an RNAP III to synthesize a 5S rRNA, from Eqs. (11)
and (19) we obtain
τ5S ·µ ' (φ
5S
RPIII f
active
RPIII φ
RPIII
ribo )/N
a.a.
RPIII
φ r-protribo /N
a.a.
ribo
. (27)
A simple physical interpretation of the growth-laws in
Eqs. (26) and (27) will be discussed in a subsequent section.
VI. INVARIANTS OF CELLULAR GROWTH
To eliminate the explicit dependence on growth rate in
the relations derived above, we divide the first growth-law
[Eq. (25)] by the second [Eq. (26)], and multiply the nu-
merator and denominator of the left-hand side by mnuclma.a..
Recognizing that ma.a.Na.a.ribo = xprotMribo and mnuclN
nucl
m35S =
xm35SMribo, we obtain:
xprot
xm35S
' ma.a.
mnucl
· N
a.a.
RPI
Na.a.ribo
· kribo
kRPI
· φ
r-prot
ribo f
active
ribo φ
r-prot
ribo
φm35SRPI f
active
RPI φ
RPI
ribo
. (28)
On non-evolutionary timescales, the ribosome composition
is fixed and hence the ratio between the r-protein and 35S-
derived rRNA mass fractions on the left-hand side of Eq. (28)
is constant. The translation and transcription parameters on
the right-hand side must therefore be coordinated so as to sat-
isfy this constraint. That is, the numerical values of these pa-
rameters may vary between growth conditions, but in such a
way that the right-hand side of the equation remains constant
and equal to the left. The right-hand side of Eq. (28) can thus
be viewed as non-trivial invariant of eukaryotic growth, i.e. it
is predicted to remain constant irrespective of growth condi-
tions.
Similarly, dividing Eqs. (26) by (27) and multiplying nu-
merator and denominator by mnucl, immediately reveals an in-
variant quantity via the mass ratio between 35S-derived rRNA
and 5S rRNA:
xm35S
1− xprot− xm35S '
Na.a.RPIII
Na.a.RPI
· kRPI
kRPIII
· φ
m35S
RPI f
active
RPI φ
RPI
ribo
φ 5SRPIII f
active
RPIII φ
RPIII
ribo
.
(29)
There are many ways of expressing the two independent in-
variants. For example, an equivalent to Eq. (28) is obtained
upon division of Eq. (25) by Eq. (27) to yield xprot/(1−xprot−
xm35S), i.e. the ratio between the r-protein and the 5S rRNA
mass fractions (Appendix C). Physical interpretations of the
invariants are discussed in the following section.
VII. INTERPRETATION OF GROWTH-LAWS AND
INVARIANTS USING PROTEOME FRACTIONS
In the case that the parameters φ r-protribo , φ
RPI
ribo , and φ
RPIII
ribo can-
not be measured directly, they can be approximated by pro-
teome fractions. In the absence of active and differential
degradation among proteins, the fraction φ χribo of active ribo-
somes making a protein of type χ is equal to the proteome
fraction of χ , i.e. (χ-protein)/(total protein), since all pro-
tein in the cell is synthesized by ribosomes at an average rate
kribo. In E. coli this approximation holds well because ac-
tive protein degradation is negligible [30]. In Eukarya, active
degradation may be more significant in, e.g., stressful condi-
tions and hence the proteome fraction approximation should
be used only when suitable.
A recent study on turnover rates of 3,160 proteins in ex-
ponentially growing S. cerevisiae revealed a median protein
half-life of 2.18 hr, which matches the corresponding cellular
doubling time (2.0 ± 0.1 hr) [31]. Differential protein degra-
dation was also measured. Specifically, the median half-life
of ribosomal proteins (1.7 hr) was found to be ∼20% lower
than the overall protein half-life; however, the authors of the
study note that this difference may be an artifact of the mea-
surement method. Moreover, while some proteins in yeast
seem to be actively degraded even in exponential growth,
nearly all proteins exhibit half-lives close to the cellular dou-
bling time. It was thus concluded that active degradation of
protein in exponential growth is small, and that the replace-
ment rate of the proteome is dominated by growth and divi-
sion. Similar protein turnover trends were observed in hu-
man cells [35, 36]. Thus it appears that in exponential growth,
the quantities φ r-protribo , φ
RPI
ribo , and φ
RPIII
ribo can be approximated by
their respective proteome fractions.
The growth-laws of Eqs. (25), (26), and (27) become more
transparent with the proteome fraction approximations. In
the first growth-law [Eq. (25)]: τr-prot · µ = f activeribo φ r-protribo , the
quantity φ r-protribo can be interpreted as the proteome fraction of
7r-protein in the cell. The right-hand side can then be inter-
preted as the active r-protein proteome fraction. Alternatively,
since f activeribo is the fraction of ribosomes that are active, of
which a fraction φ r-protribo is synthesizing r-protein, their product
f activeribo φ
r-prot
ribo is the fraction of all ribosomes in the cell that are
active and synthesizing r-protein. Thus the first growth-law in
Eq. (25) becomes:
τr-prot ·µ ' fraction of ribosomes making r-protein . (30)
In the case of the second growth-law [Eq. (26)], the prod-
uct φm35SRPI f
active
RPI φ
RPI
ribo in the numerator can be interpreted as
the proteome fraction of RNAP I-protein actively synthesiz-
ing 18S, 25S, and 5.8S rRNAs. In the denominator, φ r-protribo
is the r-protein proteome fraction. Multiplying the right-hand
side of Eq. (26) by the quantity (total protein)/(total protein)
then reveals it to be a ratio between the number of RNAPs I
making mature rRNA and the number of ribosomes in the cell:
τm35S ·µ ' # of RNAPs I making m35S (18S/25S/5.8S)# of ribosomes .
(31)
Note that Eq. (26) can also be interpreted for the number of
active RNAPs I, all of which are dedicated to the synthesis
of the 35S precursor rRNA (flanking and spacer nucleotides
included, see Fig. 2). Because Nnucl35S /N
nucl
m35S = φ
35S
RPI /φ
m35S
RPI ,
where Nnucl35S is the number of nucleotides in the 35S pre-rRNA
and φ 35SRPI denotes the fraction of active RNAPs I (all making
the 35S pre-rRNA), we obtain
τ35S ·µ ' # of active RNAPs I# of ribosomes , (32)
where τ35S = Nnucl35S /kRPI. An analogous interpretation can be
made for the third growth-law [Eq. (27)], yielding
τ5S ·µ ' # of RNAPs III making 5S# of ribosomes . (33)
The invariants of Eqs. (28) and (29) can also be interpreted
using proteome fractions. The first [Eq. (28)] simplifies to
(Appendix D)
xprot
xm35S
' ma.a.
mnucl
· kribo
kRPI
· # of ribosomes making r-protein
# of RNAPs I making 18S/25S/5.8S
.
(34)
Meanwhile the second invariant contains a similar ratio:
xm35S
1− xprot− xm35S '
kRPI
kRPIII
· # of RNAPs I making 18S/25S/5.8S
# of RNAPs III making 5S
,
(35)
which demonstrates that RNAPs I and RNAPs III are coor-
dinated for the stoichiometric production of rRNA. Similar
to the case of E. coli [25], we expect the quantities on the
right-hand sides of Eqs. (34)–(35) to be invariant for an ex-
ponentially growing eukaryote, regardless of external condi-
tions. The numerical values of these invariants are set by the
left-hand sides of the equations, and may thus differ from or-
ganism to organism in accordance with the endogenous ribo-
some composition.
VIII. S. CEREVISIAE AS A CASE STUDY
To demonstrate the predictive potential of the relations de-
rived above, we apply them to the model organism S. cere-
visiae using currently available data. There has not yet been
a systematic study of an eukaryote in a specific growth con-
dition which includes all relevant parameters, as was done for
the bacterium E. coli [34]. However, we collected typical pa-
rameter ranges from various sources to serve as benchmark
values (Appendix E) and were able to recover a number of re-
sults. For example, below we deduce the dependence of “ribo-
somal efficiency” (kribo f activeribo ) on growth rate, the number of
RNAPs I per RNAP III required for rRNA production, and the
number of ribosomes in the cell. These results encourage fu-
ture experiments to verify the remaining predictions. We also
outline methods to infer the activities of RNAP I and RNAP
III once more data become available.
A. Growth-law for ribosomal protein
We first consider the proportionality between φ r-protribo and
growth rate, where we adopt the common interpretation of
φ r-protribo as the r-protein proteome fraction in the cell [Eq. (25)].
The same growth-law was shown to hold in the bacterium E.
coli (Fig. 4a). Plotting φ r-protribo vs. µ as per convention [3, 18]
yields a proportionality factor Na.a.ribo/(kribo f
active
ribo ). In princi-
ple, both translation rate kribo and ribosomal activity f activeribo can
vary with growth rate. For example, in E. coli f activeribo remains
constant at 85% across growth rates, while kribo exhibits a
Michaelis-Menten dependence characteristic of enzymes, sat-
urating at ∼22 a.a./sec in rapid growth [3, 25, 34]. The prod-
uct kribo f activeribo , which appears in the proportionality constant
Na.a.ribo/(kribo f
active
ribo ), then also exhibits a Michaelis-Menten de-
pendence (Fig. 4b, circles). We conjecture that the product
of translation rate and ribosome activity also has a Michaelis-
Menten form in yeast:
kribo f activeribo =
kmaxeff µ
µHM +µ
, (36)
where kmaxeff is the saturation value, and µHM is the growth rate
at half its maximum, kmaxeff /2. The Michaelis-Menten depen-
dence manifests itself in the growth-law plots via a non-zero
vertical intercept. To see this, we insert Eq. (36) into the
growth-law [Eq. (25)]:
φ r-protribo '
Na.a.ribo
kribo f activeribo
µ ' Na.a.ribo
(
µHM +µ
kmaxeff µ
)
µ
' N
a.a.
ribo
kmaxeff︸ ︷︷ ︸
slope
µ+
Na.a.ribo µHM
kmaxeff︸ ︷︷ ︸
intercept
(37)
Hence the linear dependence on growth rate is preserved as
in the case of a constant-valued kribo f activeribo , but a non-zero in-
tercept is introduced. Indeed, a non-zero intercept has been
observed in yeast experiments and was interpreted as an ex-
cess ribosomal proteome fraction in preparation for increased
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FIG. 4. Growth-law for ribosomal proteome fractions [Eq. (25)] and Michaelis-Menten behavior of kribo f activeribo , in the bacterium E. coli
(upper panels) and in the eukaryote S. cerevisiae (bottom panels). In panel (a), we plot E. coli r-protein data from Bremer & Dennis [34]
(circles) and provide a linear fit (solid line): φ r-protribo = 0.093µ+0.031. The Michaelis-Menten behavior of kribo f
active
ribo can be extracted from the
linear fit via Eq. (37) to give: kribo f activeribo (a.a./sec)' 22µ/(0.33+µ), where µ is given in hr−1. This Michaelis-Menten prediction is denoted
by the solid line in panel (b), which is in close agreement with experimental values (circles). The same analysis can be applied to S. cerevisiae.
In panel (c), we plot data (orange circles) and a linear fit for r-protein fractions vs. growth rate as provided by Metzl-Raz, et al. [18]. We extract
the Michaelis-Menten form kribo f activeribo (a.a./sec) ' 6.9µ/(0.16+ µ) from the linear fit via Eq. (37), as shown in panel (d) by the solid line.
Furthermore, in panel (d) we infer values of kribo f activeribo for each data point in panel (c) using the growth-law in Eq. (25). These predictions
appear to be in agreement with measurements by Waldron & Lacroute [29] (orange triangles) despite the different S. cerevisiae strain.
translation demands when growth conditions change [18, 37,
38]. In light of Eq. (37), the origin of this non-zero intercept
might be traced to a Michaelis-Menten behavior of the ribo-
somal activity and translation rate product.
The constants kmaxeff and µHM of the Michaelis-Menten form
in Eq. (36) can be extracted from a linear fit of φ r-protribo vs.
µ , via Eq. (37). As an example, we apply it to E. coli
data [34] shown in Fig. 4a. We first obtain a linear fit to
the data, φ r-protribo ' 0.093µ + 0.031, and deduce a Michaelis-
Menten behavior of kribo f activeribo ' 22µ/(0.33+ µ), where we
recall that the number of amino acids in the E. coli ribosome
is 7536 [22]. As shown in Fig. 4b, the fit is in good agreement
with data [34].
We follow the same procedure for S. cerevisiae using the
data and linear fit reported in Fig. 2A of Ref. [18]: φ r-protribo '
0.35µ/ ln(2) + 0.08 (Fig. 4c). We extracted the following
Michaelis-Menten behavior of the effective translation rate in
a.a./sec (Fig. 4d): kribo f activeribo ' 6.9µ/(0.16+ µ), where we
used Na.a.ribo = 12467 [32] (obtained from a compiled list of ri-
bosomal proteins, see supplemental Excel file). It implies that
the saturation value of kribo f activeribo is ∼7 a.a./sec, which is in
good agreement with data reported in the literature. Specif-
ically, cytoplasmic ribosomes in yeast were reported to have
average translation rates of kribo ∼ 2.8 to 10.0 a.a./sec [29, 39–
41]. A higher rate of 10.5 a.a./sec was also reported [37]
under the assumption that translation rate is independent of
growth rate, while ribosomal activity varies from 50%–84%.
Meanwhile, Bonven & Gulløv [40] reported an active ribo-
some fraction f activeribo of 36% to 59%. An independent study
by Metzl-Raz et al. [18] estimated the active fraction of ri-
bosomes using polysomal profiling, finding it to range from
∼ 40% to 75% (Fig. 3 of Ref. [18]). The maximum values
reported for kribo ∼10.0 a.a./sec and f activeribo ∼75% thus yields
a product kribo f activeribo ∼ 7.5 a.a./sec, which is in close agree-
ment with the saturation value of ∼7 a.a./sec obtained above.
Furthermore, values of the “ribosomal efficiency” kribo f activeribo
measured by Waldron & Lacroute [29], albeit for a different S.
cerevisiae strain, appear to follow the same Michaelis-Menten
trend (triangular markers in Fig. 4d).
B. Inferring the dependence of translation rate on growth rate
in yeast
The product kribo f activeribo of ribosomal activity and transla-
tion rate appears to exhibit a Michaelis-Menten dependence
on growth rate. However, their separate behaviors, i.e. kribo
vs. µ and f activeribo vs. µ , are less clear. Does ribosomal
activity in yeast remain constant while translation rate de-
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FIG. 5. Inferring the dependence of peptide elongation rate kribo on growth rate in yeast. In panel (a) we plot polysomal profiling data
(orange squares) and the fit f activeribo ' µ/(0.16+µ) from Fig. 3B of Metzl-Raz, et al. [18]. The Michaelis-Menten constant of the f activeribo fit is
the same as that inferred previously for ribosomal efficiency: kribo f activeribo ' 6.9µ/(0.16+µ). This implies that the peptide elongation rate kribo
is approximately constant at 6.9 a.a./sec. In panel (b) we plot this predicted translation rate (solid line), and compare to values inferred using
Eq. (25) and r-protein proteome data (Fig. 4) from Metzl-Raz, et al. [18].
pends on growth rate in a Michaelis-Menten fashion, as in
E. coli? Indeed, there are conflicting reports in the litera-
ture on S. cerevisiae: Waldron et al. [37] reported constant
translation rates but varying ribosomal activity, while Bonven
& Gulløv [40] found that both translation rates and riboso-
mal activity vary with growth rates. Meanwhile Boehlke &
Friesen [39] also found kribo to vary with growth rate, but as-
sumed a ribosomal activity of 90%. More recently, Metzl-Raz
et al. [18] used polysomal profiling to estimate the active frac-
tion f activeribo of ribosomes (Fig. 5a), where monosomes were
assumed to be inactive. They found the Michaelis-Menten
behavior f activeribo ' µ/(0.16 + µ). Note that the Michaelis-
Menten constant, 0.16, is the same as that of the product
kribo f activeribo ' 6.9µ/(0.16+ µ) extracted in Fig. 4. It follows
that kribo ≈ 6.9 a.a./sec (Fig. 5b). Thus translation rate ap-
pears to remain approximately constant across growth rates,
as reported by Waldron, et al. [37].
C. Growth-law for RNA polymerases I
A similar analysis can be done for the growth-law involving
RNAP I-protein [Eqs. (31), (32)]. However, current data for
yeast are insufficient to determine how RNAP I transcription
rate and activity depend on growth rate. In E. coli, the be-
haviors of transcription rate and RNAP activity are reversed
compared to their translation counterparts: It is RNAP activ-
ity which varies with growth rate and saturates at 31%, while
the rRNA transcription rate stays constant at 85 nt/sec across
growth conditions (Fig. 6a) [34]. In analogy to E. coli, we
plot the growth-law of Eq. (31) for the case of a constant tran-
scription rate, thereby embedding all variability in RNAP I ac-
tivity. (Should kRPI vary in a Michaelis-Menten fashion with
growth rate, a non-zero intercept will appear as in the case of
r-protein.) Experiments by French, et al. [42] on S. cerevisiae
grown in a YPD medium at 30◦C – the same temperature as
in Metzl-Raz, et al. [18] experiments – indicate RNAP I tran-
scription rates of kRPI ∼ 54 to 60 nt/sec for a doubling time of
100 min. Kosˇ & Tollervey report slightly lower transcription
rates of 40 nt/sec at 30◦C [43]. However, Kosˇ & Tollervey
used synthetic growth media which have significantly longer
doubling times of ∼ 140 min as compared to ∼ 90 min for
YPD growth media [44]. This may indicate that there is in-
deed some dependence of transcription rates on growth rate,
but given the absence of more extensive data, we assume the
simplistic picture of a constant transcription rate and present
the full range of reported rates via the confidence bounds in
Fig. 6b. Note that we have used Nnuclm35S = 5354 [12, 45] (Ap-
pendix E), which appears in τm35S on the left-hand side of
Eq. (31). We also provide an alternate form of the growth-law
[Eq. (32)] for the number of active RNAPs I (Fig. 6c), where
the number of nucleotides in each 35S pre-rRNA (including
spacer nucleotides) is Nnucl35S = 6858 [32] (Appendix E).
D. Growth-law for RNA polymerases III
The remaining growth-law [Eq. (33)] for the ratio between
the number of RNAPs III making 5S rRNA and the number
of ribosomes, vs. growth rate, is plotted in Fig. 6d. The
proportionality factor is τ5S = Nnucl5S /kRPIII, where N
nucl
5S =
121 [12, 32, 45]. As before, we assume a constant-valued
transcription rate, spanning the range kRPIII∼ 58− 76 nt/sec
reported by French, et al. [46] for yeast grown at 30◦C using
YPD medium.
E. How many RNAPs I per RNAP III are required for rRNA
production?
Upon dividing the second growth-law by the third, we ob-
tain the the number of RNAPs I making 18S/25S/5.8S per
RNAP III making 5S rRNA. Or, if using the alternate version
of the growth-law in Eq. (32), we obtain the number of active
RNAPs I per RNAP III making 5S. To estimate their numer-
ical values, we use the nominal values of transcription rates
kRPI ≈ 60 nt/sec and kRPIII ≈ 61 nt/sec reported by French, et
al. [42, 46]. The characteristic timescales are then τm35S ≈ 89
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FIG. 6. Predictive growth-laws for the number of RNA polymerases making rRNA relative to the number of ribosomes, assuming
constant transcription rates. In panel (a) we plot the ratio of the number of RNA polymerases making rRNA to the number of ribosomes in
the bacterium E. coli. Transcription rates were observed to stay constant at ∼85 nt/sec across growth conditions [34]. The slope of the solid
line, which is a bacterial growth-law equivalent to Eqs. (31)–(33), is the time required for one RNA polymerase to make a full set of rRNA. The
growth-law (solid line) is in excellent agreement with data (circles). In panels (b)–(d), we plot these growth-laws for yeast [Eqs. (31)–(33)].
The slope in panel (b) is given by the time for an RNAP I to transcribe a full set of mature 35S-derived rRNAs, i.e. the 18S, 25S, and 5.8S
rRNAs [Eq. (31)]. In panel (c) the slope is the time required for an RNAP I to transcribe a 35S pre-rRNA, including spacer nucleotides, and
thus we obtain the ratio between the number of active RNAPs I and ribosomes [Eq. (32)]. Plotting the last growth-law [Eq. (33)] in panel
(d), the slope is the time it takes an RNAP III to transcribe a 5S rRNA. Transcription rates were assumed to remain constant with respect to
growth rate, in analogy to E. coli. Reported values at 30◦C range between kRPI ∼ 40−60 nt/sec [42, 43] and kRPIII ∼ 58−76 nt/sec [46]; the
confidence bounds correspond to the maximum and minimum values.
sec and τ5S ≈ 2.0 sec. An exponentially growing yeast cell in
YPD medium at 30◦C is therefore predicted to have approx-
imately τm35S/τ5S ≈ 45 RNAPs I making 18S/25S/5.8S per
RNAP III synthesizing 5S rRNA. Equivalently, if including
35S spacer nucleotides, it takes an RNAP I about τ35S ≈ 114
sec to transcribe a full 35S pre-rRNA (6858 nts). Hence, we
find there are τ35S/τ5S ≈ 57 active RNAPs I per RNAP III
making 5S rRNA. These numbers can be compared to mea-
surements by French, et al. [42, 46] in wild-type yeast cells:
The total number of engaged RNAPs I per cell ranged from
∼3980 to 4850, with an average of ∼72 engaged RNAPs III
per cell. For every RNAP III engaged in 5S synthesis, there
are then ∼55 to 67 engaged RNAPs I. This is in close agree-
ment with our theoretical estimate of∼57 active RNAPs I per
RNAP III making 5S.
F. How many ribosomes are in the cell?
The number of ribosomes per cell can also be inferred from
the RNAP growth-laws. For example, consider Eq. (32) com-
bined with the numbers given above, i.e. ∼3980 to 4850 en-
gaged RNAPs I per cell, and a 35S transcription timescale of
τ35S ≈ 114 sec. Assuming doubling times of ≈ 100 min for
yeast in YPD media at 30◦C [28, 29], we find the number of ri-
bosomes per cell to lie in the range 301,400 to 367,300. While
this range may seem high compared to the 200,000 estimate
provided by one source [28], it agrees well with measurements
of ∼ 348,000 ribosomes/cell by Waldron & Lacroute [29].
Note that such estimates decrease for faster growth rates (as-
suming the same number of RNAPs), e.g. for doubling times
of 90 min instead of 100 min we find a range of ∼271,300 to
330,600 ribosomes/cell.
A similar estimate can be obtained via the RNAP III
growth-law [Eq. (33)]. Recall the 5S transcription timescale
τ5S ≈ 2.0 sec and the estimate of∼72 engaged RNAPs III per
cell. For a doubling time of ∼ 100 minutes, we then obtain
an estimate of ∼314,200 ribosomes/cell, which is consistent
with the range predicted by the RNAP I growth-law. Con-
versely, one could obtain estimates for the number of RNAPs
I and III making rRNA in the cell, based on measurements of
the number of ribosomes per cell.
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G. Future outlook: Using the invariants to deduce activities of
RNA polymerases I and III from their proteome fractions
Large-scale proteomics studies allow for the estimation of
various proteome fractions in the cell. While there is still large
variability in current state-of-the-art proteomics studies [47],
in principle such data can be compared to our predicted values
for proteome fractions of ribosomes, and of RNAPs I and III
making rRNA. We outline a method below to extract RNAP I
and III activities which, to our knowledge, have not yet been
reported. This method can be used in the near future as more
accurate proteomics measurements become available.
The numerical values of the invariants are given by the true
ribosome composition, as per the left-hand sides of Eqs. (28)
and (29). Their values are determined by the protein and
rRNA masses of the S. cerevisiae ribosome: Each ribosome is
composed of 1.40 MDa protein (supplementary Excel sheet)
and 1.79 MDa rRNA [32]. The rRNA mass was obtained
from nucleotide sequences of 18S (587.0 kDa), 25S (1109.7
kDa), 5.8S (51.4 kDa), and 5S (39.4 kDa) mature rRNAs [32].
This yields a total ribosome mass of 3.2 MDa, such that
xprot ≈ 0.439 and xm35S ≈ 0.548. The numerical value of the
first invariant [Eq. (28)] is then xprot/xm35S ≈ 0.80, while that
of the second [Eq. (29)] is xm35S/(1−xprot−xm35S)≈ 44.388.
Upon examining the right-hand side of the first invariant
in Eq. (28), all but the rightmost ratio is known. The values
described earlier for RNAP I transcription rate kRPI and pep-
tide elongation rate kribo can be used in Eq. (28). The num-
ber of amino acids in the RNAP I is Na.a.RPI = 5236, while the
ribosome has Na.a.ribo = 12467 amino acids (Appendix E, sup-
plementary Excel file) [32]. We estimate the average amino
acid and nucleotide masses as ma.a. ≈ 112 Da and mnucl ≈ 326
Da, based on the composition of the ribosome and three RNA
polymerases. While these values require fine tuning to reflect
all amino acids and nucleotides in the cell, they are already
in good agreement with the average E. coli amino acid mass
(109 Da) and nucleotide mass (324.3 Da) [22].
Returning to the right-hand side of Eq. (28), we can also de-
duce the fraction φm35SRPI of active RNAPs I which synthesize
mature rRNAs as opposed to 35S spacer nucleotides (Fig. 2).
Accounting for spacer nucleotides in pre-rRNA was shown to
be critical in E. coli [25]. In yeast, the 35S pre-rRNA con-
tains a total of 1504 spacer nucleotides from: ITS1 (361 nts),
ITS2 (232 nts), 5’ETS (700 nts), and 3’ETS (211 nts) [32],
where ITS and ETS denote an internally transcribed spacer
and an externally transcribed spacer, respectively. Including
these spacer nucleotides yields a total of 6858 nucleotides in
each 35S pre-rRNA. We therefore estimate the fraction of ac-
tive RNAPs I dedicated to the transcription of mature rRNAs
as φm35SRPI ' 5354/6858' 78%.
Remaining on the right-hand of Eq. (28) are the proteome
fractions φ r-protribo and φ
RPI
ribo , ribosomal activity f
active
ribo , and RNAP
I activity f activeRPI . As discussed earlier, the ribosomal activity
can be estimated using the Michaelis-Menten dependence on
growth rate shown in Fig. 5. It follows that RNAP I activ-
ity can be deduced once the ribosomal and RNAP I proteome
fractions are known.
RNAP III activity can be determined from the second in-
variant [Eq. (29)] in a similar fashion. On the right-hand
side, we have the number of amino acids Na.a.RPI = 5236 and
Na.a.RPIII = 6151 in RNAP I and III, respectively [32]. Ranges
of the RNAP I and III transcription rates kRPI and kRPIII,
mentioned in a previous section, are provided by French et
al. [42, 46]. The quantity φm35SRPI ≈ 78% is also known. Thus,
aside from RNAP I and III activities and proteome fractions,
remaining is the fraction φ 5SRPIII of active RNAPs III which
synthesize 5S rRNA. This quantity can be estimated using
measurements for the number of tRNAs per ribosome in the
cell [29]. RNAPs III synthesizes the 5S rRNA, nuclear tR-
NAs, and a few other small nuclear RNAs whose contribution
we henceforth neglect [32]. Waldron & Lacroute found that
there are about 9.5 to 12.2 tRNAs per ribosome in the S. cere-
visiae cell, depending on growth rate. The average length of a
tRNA is 80 nucleotides (supplementary Excel file) [32]. Thus,
for each 5S rRNA (121 nt long), an active RNAP III synthe-
sizes 760 to 976 tRNA nucleotides. We therefore estimate
that φ 5SRPIII ≈ 11% to 14% of active RNAPs III synthesize 5S
rRNA.
Assuming that RNAP I activity was deduced from the first
invariant [Eq. (28)] as described above, only RNAP I and
RNAP III proteome fractions are needed to determine RNAP
III activity. Alternatively, if RNAP I activity is not known,
the RNAP III activity can still be extracted using ribosomal
activity and the ribosomal proteome fraction: RNAP I activity
is altogether eliminated from the second invariant [Eq. (29)]
upon multiplication with the first [Eq. (28)].
Lastly, in Fig. 7 we illustrate the predicted proteome frac-
tion of active RNAPs I ( f activeRPI φ
RPI
ribo ) and of active RNAPs III
( f activeRPIII φ
RPIII
ribo ) using the growth-laws [Eqs. (26), (27)]. There
we assume a ribosomal proteome fraction as given by the fit in
Ref. [18]: φ r-protribo ' (0.35/ ln2)µ+0.08. We also assume con-
stant RNAP I and RNAP III transcription rates which lie in the
ranges kRPI ∼ 40−60 nt/sec and kRPIII ∼ 58−76 nt/sec. Once
the RNAP I and RNAP III proteome fractions are known,
RNAP I and RNAP III activities can be readily extracted.
IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, we presented a kinetic analysis of ribosome
biogenesis for lower Eukarya in balanced exponential growth.
Three growth-laws and two invariants, akin to those found for
Bacteria earlier this year [25], were derived. The first growth-
law establishes a proportionality between the cellular growth
rate and the proteome mass fraction of r-protein. This propor-
tionality has already been observed in yeast [18, 33], allowing
for the inference of a Michaelis-Menten behavior of the “ri-
bosomal efficiency,” i.e. the product of ribosomal activity and
peptide elongation rate. The inferred dependence on growth
rate was then shown to be in good agreement with an indepen-
dent set of measurements, despite the use of a different yeast
strain [29]. The second and third growth-laws, which yield
the number of RNAPs I and III making rRNA per ribosome,
also appear to be in good agreement with measurements thus
far [42, 46]. These results suggest that Bacteria and lower Eu-
karya obey similar growth-laws despite differences in cellular
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FIG. 7. Predicted proteome fractions of active RNAPs I and RNAPs III in yeast. Panel (a) displays the predicted proteome fraction
of active RNAPs I, f activeRPI φ
RPI
ribo , vs. growth rate according to Eq. (26) and the ribosomal proteome fraction fit from Ref. [18]: φ
r-prot
ribo '
(0.35/ ln2)µ+0.08. We assume here that the RNAP III transcription rate is constant; the confidence bounds correspond to its reported range
of kRPI ∼ 40−60 nt/sec. Similarly, in panel (b) we plot the predicted proteome fraction of active RNAPs III, f activeRPIII φRPIIIribo , vs. growth rate using
Eq. (27) and the same fit for the ribosomal proteome fraction. We assume a constant RNAP III transcription rate in the range kRPIII ∼ 58−76
nt/sec, and φ5SRPIII ≈ 0.11− 0.14, where lower values in the latter correspond to lower growth rates since there are then more tRNAs per
ribosome [29]. RNAP I activity ( f activeRPI ) and RNAP III activity ( f
active
RPIII ) can be deduced once the RNAP I and RNAP III proteome fractions
are known. Under the noted assumptions, the active RNAP I and active RNAP III proteome fractions feature a quadratic dependence on the
growth rate µ , but their ratio is constant at ≈ 8 as shown in panel (c).
organization and complexity.
Because a comprehensive eukaryotic dataset is lacking
in the literature, several predictions from our analysis still
require verification. Noteworthy in that regard are the
timescales {τr-prot,τm35S,τ5S} appearing in the growth-laws
[Eqs. (30), (31), (33)], which couple translation and transcrip-
tion rates to cell physiology via the ribosome composition.
Their values are consistent with available data for a limited
set of growth conditions. However, concurrent measurements
of translation and transcription rates in vivo are necessary to
fully corroborate the growth-laws in light of the microscopic
interpretation of the timescales involved. The predicted in-
variant quantities of eukaryotic growth, given by Eqs. (28) and
(29), also await experimental verification. Together with the
growth-laws, these invariants could eventually be used as a
proxy for direct measurements of various kinetic and physio-
logical parameters in eukaryotic cells. For example, they can
be used to infer values of RNAP activity, which have not yet
been measured. A method to deduce such parameters was out-
lined in the previous section, where we applied the invariants
to S. cerevisiae.
Since the kinetic analysis presented here relies only on the
assumptions of balanced exponential growth and growth rate
maximization, the relations we have derived are likely to hold
for species other than budding yeast. This would indicate that
the ribosome composition in such organisms is tuned to max-
imize cellular growth rates, as was already verified for E. coli
[25] but remains to be confirmed for S. cerevisiae and other
microorganisms. Furthermore, because there is some varia-
tion in cytoplasmic ribosome composition amongst Eukarya,
the relations derived herein might help advance our under-
standing of ribosome heterogeneity and its consequences [48].
Specifically, the invariants imply that ribosome composition
[left-hand sides of Eqs. (28), (29)] is directly coupled to cell
physiology [right-hand sides of Eqs. (28), (29)]. Yet, how the
latter changes to accommodate for different ribosome compo-
sitions, i.e. via changes in proteome fractions, translation, or
transcription kinetics, remains an open question. Finally, it
would be interesting to see whether similar growth-laws and
invariants hold for higher, more evolved Eukarya, as these
share many features of ribosome biogenesis with lower Eu-
karya and the eukaryotic core proteome appears to be quite
stable across species [49]. Particularly interesting in this re-
gard are cancer cells which exhibit rapid cell proliferation like
Bacteria and yeast [14, 21]. Hyperactivated ribosome pro-
duction is a known signature of rapidly proliferating cancer
cells [21, 50]. During tumorigenesis, excessive rRNA tran-
scription leads to enlarged nucleoli, which are the primary
sites of ribosome biogenesis in the eukaryotic cell [51]. Con-
sequently, nucleolar size in cancer tissues is sometimes used
as an indicator of the severity of the disease [52]. A more
quantitative understanding of ribosome biogenesis would ad-
vance cancer research and our understanding of tumorigene-
sis. To this end, the analysis presented herein may aid in the
search for cancer cell growth-laws.
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Appendix A: Derivation of parametric equations for intersection
of bounds in Fig. 3 and optimal values of {xprot,xm35S,µ}
From the bounds given in Eqs. (21), (23), (24) of the main
text, we see that the first behaves as µ ' a/xprot, the second
as µ ' b/√xm35S, and the third as µ ' c/
√
1− xprot− xm35S,
where
a=
ma.a. kribo φ
r-prot
ribo f
active
ribo
Mribo
, (A1)
b=
√
mnucl
MriboNa.a.RPI
· kRPI φm35SRPI f activeRPI · kribo φRPIribo f activeribo , (A2)
c=
√
mnucl
MriboNa.a.RPIII
· kRPIII φ 5SRPIII f activeRPIII · kribo φRPIIIribo f activeribo .
(A3)
To find the parametric equations for their lines of intersec-
tions, we equate every possible pair of bounds. One line is
found by equating the bounds of r-protein and mature 35S-
derived rRNA production, from which one obtains xm35S =
(bxprot/a)2. Therefore the first intersection line can be written
parametrically in terms of xprot as
Line 1: {xprot,xm35S,µ}=
{
xprot,
(
b
a
xprot
)2
,
a
xprot
}
(A4)
It can also be expressed solely in terms of xm35S if desired.
Similarly, equating the bounds from mature 35S-derived and
5S rRNA production yields xm35S = (1− xprot)/(1 + c2/b2)
and the corresponding parametric equation
Line 2: {xprot,xm35S,µ}=
{
xprot,
1− xprot
1+ c2/b2
, b
√
1+ c2/b2
1− xprot
}
.
(A5)
Finally, equating the bounds of r-protein and 5S rRNA pro-
duction gives xm35S = 1− xprot− (cxprot/a)2 and the paramet-
ric equation
Line 3: {xprot,xm35S,µ}=
{
xprot, 1− xprot−
( c
a
xprot
)2
,
a
xprot
}
.
(A6)
All three lines (and thus all three surfaces) intersect at one
point, which can be seen upon equating every pair of equa-
tions in Eqs. (A4)–(A6) and solving a quadratic equation for
xprot. Only one solution of xprot is positive and thus physi-
cally realizable. Because of the monotonic behavior of the
bounds, this point gives the maximal possible growth rate µopt
and corresponding optimal ribosome composition, i.e. opti-
mal r-protein and mature 35S-derived rRNA mass fractions,
which we denote here as x∗prot and x∗m35S. The point of inter-
section and optimal values can be then expressed as
x∗prot =
−1+
√
1+4
(
b2
a2
+ c
2
a2
)
2
(
b2
a2
+ c
2
a2
)
x∗m35S =
−1+
√
1+4
(
b2
a2
+ c
2
a2
)
2
(
1+ c
2
b2
)
µopt =
2
(
b2
a +
c2
a
)
−1+
√
1+4
(
b2
a2
+ c
2
a2
) .
(A7)
Appendix B: Parameter values used in Fig. 3 of the main text
Parameter values were chosen for the purpose of clearly il-
lustrating the three bounds and their intersections: f activeribo =
0.70; f activeRPI = 0.060; f
active
RPIII = 0.89; kribo = 26450 a.a./hr;
kRPI = 180400 nucl/hr; kRPIII = 93450 nucl/hr; φm35SRPI =
0.736; φ 5SRPIII = 0.669; φ
r-prot
ribo = 0.10555; φ
RPI
ribo = 0.005845;
φRPIIIribo = 0.000798. This gives the coefficients a = 0.066,
b= 0.13, c= 0.12 in Eqs. (A4), (A5), and (A6). The point of
intersection is thus {x∗prot, x∗m35S, µopt}= {0.31,0.38,0.21}.
Appendix C: Alternate form of invariant in Eq. (28)
To obtain an alternative to the invariant presented in
Eq. (28) of the main text, consider dividing the first growth-
law [Eq. (25)] by the third [Eq. (27)], and multiplying nu-
merator and denominator by mnuclma.a. on the left-hand side.
Recognizing that ma.a.Na.a.ribo = xprotMribo and mnuclN
nucl
5S = (1−
xprot−xm35S)Mribo, some rearrangement then yields the invari-
ant quantity which is the ratio between the r-protein and 5S
rRNA mass fractions:
xprot
1− xprot− xm35S '
ma.a.
mnucl
· N
a.a.
RPIII
Na.a.ribo
· kribo
kRPIII
· φ
r-prot
ribo f
active
ribo φ
r-prot
ribo
φ 5SRPIII f
active
RPIII φ
RPIII
ribo
.
(C1)
Appendix D: Derivation of proteome fraction interpretations of
the invariants in Section VII
The first invariant quantity [Eq. (28) of the main text], i.e.
the ratio between the r-protein mass fraction squared and the
35S-derived rRNA mass fraction, is:
xprot
xm35S
' ma.a.
mnucl
· N
a.a.
RPI
Na.a.ribo
· kribo
kRPI
· φ
r-prot
ribo f
active
ribo φ
r-prot
ribo
φm35SRPI f
active
RPI φ
RPI
ribo
. (D1)
To obtain Eq. (34) of the main text, first consider the following
interpretation using proteome fractions:
xprot
xm35S
' ma.a.
mnucl
· N
a.a.
RPI
Na.a.ribo
· kribo
kRPI
· r-protein making r-protein
RPI-protein making m35S
.
(D2)
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The proteome fractions can be converted to numbers of
macromolecules since each ribosome has a protein mass of
ma.a.Na.a.ribo, and each RNAP I has a protein mass ma.a.N
a.a.
RPI :
xprot
xm35S
' ma.a.
mnucl
· N
a.a.
RPI
Na.a.ribo
· kribo
kRPI
· N
a.a.
ribo
Na.a.RPI
· # of ribosomes making r-protein
# of RNAPs I making m35S
,
(D3)
which simplifies to Eq. (34) of the main text.
The second invariant quantity [Eq. (29) of the main text],
the mass ratio between 35S-derived mature rRNAs and 5S
rRNA, is:
xm35S
1− xprot− xm35S '
Na.a.RPIII
Na.a.RPI
· kRPI
kRPIII
· φ
m35S
RPI f
active
RPI φ
RPI
ribo
φ 5SRPIII f
active
RPIII φ
RPIII
ribo
. (D4)
Using the proteome fraction interpretation, we obtain
xm35S
1− xprot− xm35S '
Na.a.RPIII
Na.a.RPI
· kRPI
kRPIII
· RPI-protein making m35S
RPIII-protein making 5S
.
(D5)
As before, we convert the protein masses to numbers of
macromolecules given that each RNAP I and RNAP III has a
protein mass of ma.a.Na.a.RPI and ma.a.N
a.a.
RPIII , respectively, which
yields Eq. (35) of the main text.
Appendix E: Publicly available data for S. cerevisiae
TABLE I. Biological parameters having fixed values (independent of growth conditions)
Symbol Value
Number of amino acids in the ribosome [32] a Na.a.ribo 12467
Number of nucleotides in the 5S rRNA [12, 32, 45] Nnucl5S 121
Number of nucleotides in the 25S rRNA [13,20,21] 3396
Number of nucleotides in the 5.8S rRNA [13,20,21] 158
Number of nucleotides in the 18S rRNA [13,20,21] 1800
Number of nucleotides in mature 35S-derived (25S, 5.8S, 18S) rRNAs Nnuclm35S 5354
Total number of nucleotides in 35S pre-rRNA, including spacers [20] b Nnucl35S 6858
Ribosome mass [32] c Mribo 3.2 MDa
Number of amino acids in RNAP I [32] d Na.a.RPI 5236
RNAP I mass [32] d MRPI 0.59 MDa
Number of amino acids in RNAP III [32] d Na.a.RPIII 6151
RNAP III mass [32] d MRPIII 0.69 MDa
Estimated average mass of an amino acid in the cell e ma.a. ∼112 Da
Estimated average mass of a nucleotide in the cell f mnucl ∼326 Da
Average tRNA length [32] g 80 nt
a See supplementary Excel file for a list of ribosomal protein subunits and their correspond-
ing number of amino acids.
b See Fig. 2.
c Molecular weights for protein subunits are listed in a supplementary Excel file. The rRNA
molecular weights were calculated from rRNA sequences listed in the SGD database [32].
Some references report a slightly ribosome mass of 3.3 MDa [45].
d See supplementary Excel file for data regarding RNAP I, II, III protein subunits and
masses.
e Based on molecular weights of ribosomal and RNAP I, II, and III proteins, see supple-
mentary Excel file. This value is slightly higher than that reported in E. coli (109 Da) [22].
f Based on rRNA sequences. This value is slightly higher than that reported in E. coli
(324.3 Da) [22].
g Calculated based on non-mitochondrial tRNA lengths, including introns. See supplemen-
tary Excel file for individual tRNA lengths.
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TABLE II. Reported ranges of biological parameters which are dependent on growth conditions
Symbol Value
Growth rate [18, 29, 37, 39, 40] µ 0.086–0.46 hr−1
Translation rate [22] a kribo 2.8–10.0 a.a./sec
RNAP I transcription rate [42, 43] kRPI 40–60 nt/sec
RNAP III transcription rate [46] kRPIII 58–76 nt/sec
Ribosomal activity (fraction of ribosomes which are active) [18, 40] f activeribo 0.40–0.75
r-protein proteome fraction [18] b φ r-protribo 0.14–0.32
Inferred fraction of active RNAPs I dedicated to 18S, 25S, 5.8S rRNA synthesis c φm35SRPI ∼0.78
Inferred fraction of active RNAPs III dedicated to 5S rRNA synthesis d φ5SRPIII 0.11–0.14
a There is a relatively wide range of reported translation rates, in part due to varying assumptions regarding
the dependence of ribosomal activity vs. translation rate on growth rate. We discuss the possibility of
a constant translation rate of kribo ≈ 6.9 a.a./sec; see subsection entitled “Inferring the dependence of
translation rate on growth rate in yeast” in Section VIII for a discussion.
b See Fig. 2A of Ref. [18].
c Because the only product of RNAP I is 35S, all active RNAPs I must be making 35S. Flanking and spacer
nucleotides account for ≈22% of the 35S pre-rRNA (see Fig. 2), and thus the remainder is φm35SRPI ≈ 78%.
d RNAP III makes primarily 5S rRNA and tRNAs, aside from a few other small RNAs. We estimate the
fraction of active RNAPs III making 5S rRNA based on the number of tRNAs per ribosome in the cell
(Table 4 of Ref. [29]) and the average tRNA length (Table I), as discussed at the end of Section VIII.
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